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FLOR*(Forecast:oriented*Low*Ocean*Resolu'on*version*of*CM2.5)*

FLOR*cri'cally*underes'mates*frequency*of*
intense*TCs*of*Category*3,*4,*and*5.*

Vecchi#et#al.#(2014,#J.#Climate)#

for longer leads there is a rapid divergence with FLOR-
FA showing considerably larger areas with significant
correlation. The fraction of TC regions with significant
(at p , 0.1) correlation in FLOR-FA forecasts initial-
ized in January (three-season lead) is larger than for
FLOR forecasts initialized in April (two-season lead);
January-initialized forecasts with FLOR-FA have al-
most twice the area with significant rank correlation
than do those with FLOR (Fig. 12a). There is a notice-
able jump in skill between forecasts initialized in May
and those in June, which likely reflects the so-called
spring predictability barrier that remains in the FLOR
forecasts of ENSO (Jia et al. 2014, manuscript submitted
to J. Climate). The difference between FLOR-FA and
FLOR performance is more striking if one focuses on
the percentage of TC regions that exhibit retrospective
rank correlation exceeding 0.5 (Fig. 12b); for all start
dates FLOR-FA shows more area with rank correlation
exceeding 0.5. With FLOR, flux adjustment adds about
a season of lead to the forecast performance of regional
TC activity as measured by these two metrics.
This initial suite of forecasts with FLOR and FLOR-

FA were performed with 12 ensemble members, which
is likely sufficient for forecasts of large-scale ocean in-
dices like Niño-3.4. However, it is unclear the extent to
which 12 ensemble members are sufficient for quantities
with a large internal variability component like regional
TC activity. It is possible that the skill in seasonal, re-
gional TC forecasts described above may be enhanced
through a larger ensemble set. To provide a preliminary
assessment of the impact of larger ensemble sizes on the

retrospective forecast skill of regional TC activity, we
make use of the July-initialized forecasts that are avail-
able from four versions of FLOR (FLOR, FLOR-A06,
FLOR-FA, and FLOR-FA.05), and the observation that
the July-initialized skill for TCdensity in all four versions is
comparable, to generate a pseudo-48-member ensemble
(Fig. 13). This 48-member ensemble should be compared
to the 12-member ensemble with FLOR and FLOR-FA
(Figs. 11a,b). It is worth noting that the retrospective
forecast performance of FLOR-A06 and FLOR-FA.05
in the quantities shown in Figs. 7, 8, 10, and 11 is com-
parable to that of FLOR and FLOR-FA, although there
are differences in the ocean simulation of the various
models and the spatial structure of each model’s ENSO.
Increasing ensemble size leads to systematic improve-
ments in the performance of seasonal forecasts of re-
gional TC activity, as can be seen through the red, yellow,
and green dots in Fig. 12.
Although in this test it appears that the large-scale

gains from additional ensemble members are somewhat
small (cf. Fig. 13 with Figs. 11a and 11b), at this stage we
are unable to assess the extent to which these results for
July-initialized forecasts will hold for other leads (as the
forecast performance of FLOR and FLOR-A06 de-
grades with lead more rapidly than FLOR-FA), or for
a larger ensemble with FLOR-FA. Further, some of the
regions in which there are increases in retrospective
correlation from additional ensemble members are near
land (e.g., the northern Gulf of Mexico, the far western
west Pacific, and the far eastern east Pacific), which
could be of practical importance. We hypothesize that

FIG. 13. Retrospective forecast skill of 1981–2011 TC density combining different versions of FLOR and FLOR-
FA initialized 1 July to create a larger ensemble size. Shading indicates the retrospective rank correlation of pre-
dicted vs observed (IBTrACS; Knapp et al. 2010) 108 3 108 TC density, masked at a two-sided p5 0.1 level. Results
are based on a 48-member ensemble created by combining the 12-member ensembles of predictions with FLOR,
FLOR-FA, FLOR-A06, and FLOR-FA.05; see sections 2a and 2b for descriptions of the models). TC density
computed over July–December. Blue box in the northern central Pacific indicates the 108 3 108 scale, for reference.
Gray shading indicates the regions of the northern Pacific andAtlantic in which observed TC density is nonzero for at
least 25% of the years.
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•  CM2.5:*Fully*coupled*model*with*50km:mesh*atmosphere*and*0.25°*ocean/sea*ice******************************************
FLOR***:*Fully*coupled*model*with*50km:mesh*atmosphere*and*1°******ocean/sea*ice**



FLOR*vs*HiFLOR*
FLOR* HiFLOR*

Atmosphere* AM2.5*(Atmosphere*model*of*CM2.5)*

Ocean** MOM4*(Ocean*model*of*CM2.1)*

Resolu'on* Atmosphere�50,km,*L32*
Ocean:*100*km,*L50*

Atmosphere�25,km,*L32*
Ocean:*100*km,*L50*

Dynamics* Hydrosta'c,*finite*difference*
Dynamical*core*(Mesinger*et*al.*1988)*with*higher:order*advec'on*scheme*

Convec'on* Relaxed*Arakawa:Schubert*(RAS,*Moorthi*and*Suarez*1992)*

Radia'on* Freidenreich*and*Ramaswamy*
(1999)*Every*3*hour.*

Land*Surface* Land*Dynamics*model*(LM3;*Milly*et*al.*2014)*

Minor*Changes* ‘‘Cubed:sphere’’*grid*(Lin*2004;*
Putman*and*Lin*2007)*

C384*Dynamics*(CM4*base):*terrine*
filter.*

Simula'on*Speed* 160yr,simula8on,per,day,using*
4000*CPUs*

40yr,simula8on,per,day*using*6000*
CPUs*



Methodology*

3.,,Retrospec8ve,Seasonal,Forecast,
��***Period�1990−2015*
�****Ini'alized*at*July*1st*to*predict*July:November*TCs*in*the*North*Atlan'c*
*******12*ensemble*members*

1.,,SST,Restoring,Experiment,
��*Period�1971–2012*
��***Observed*'me:varying*monthly*SST*is*restored*at*10:day*'me*scale.*
*******6*ensemble*members*

Based*on*Harris*et*al.*(2016)*
***Flood:Fill*algorithm*is*applied*to*detect*SLP*minima.*
***1.0*K*(2.0*K)*warm*core*for*FLOR*(HiFLOR)*
***15.75*m/s*(17.5m/s)*maximum*wind*speed*for*FLOR*(HiFLOR)*
***Dura'on*of*sa'sfac'on*of*the*above*criteria*should*be*more*than*36*hours***

Goal, To*show*improvements*in*climatology,*variability*and*predic'on*of*TCs*by*
HiFLOR*rela've*to*FLOR*

2.,,Control,Simula8ons,
���300:year*free*run*prescribed*by*the*radia've*forcing*fixed*at*the*1990*level*
*******1*member*

Experiments,

TC,Detec8on,,



Improved Simulation of Tropical Cyclones (SST Restoring Experiments) 



Improvement in TC intensity and TC structure 

MSW:MSLP*rela'onship*is*reasonable**
in*HiFLOR*

⋅TC*intensity*is*substan'ally*improved*in*HiFLOR.*



Interannual Variation of Tropical Storms and Cat 4-5 hurricanes 
in the North Atlantic 

Correla'on**
coefficient*
0.68*

0.59*

0.63*

It*is*for*the*first*'me*that*a*global*coupled*model*reproduces*observed*interannual**
varia'on*of*C4:5*hurricanes.*

(>34kt)*



MJO (300-yr Control Experiment) 



TC genesis modulated by MJO (300-yr Control Experiment) 

Obs*
FLOR*
HiFLOR*

1979:2005*(27*years)* 300*years* 300*years*



Retrospective Seasonal Forecast  
(July initial forecast to predict Jul–Nov TC frequency in the North Atlantic) 

black:*Observa'ons*
green:*Model*



Skill*in*Retrospec've*TC*Predic'on*for*ACE*and*PDI*in*the*North*Atlan'c*
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Skill*in*Retrospec've*Landfalling*TC*Predic'on**



Summary*(1/2)*
!	��������������������������������������������
������

!*HiFLOR*is*able*to*simulate*extremely*intense*TCs*(Categories*4*
and*5)*reasonably*well*compared*to*observa'ons.*

!*HiFLOR*exhibited*high*correla'on*coefficients*with*the*
observed*interannual*varia'ons*of*hurricanes*(r=0.77)*and*
categories*4*and*5*hurricanes*(r=0.63)*in*the*North*Atlan'c.*

!Both*FLOR*and*HiFLOR*exhibit*a*strong*30–80:day*Madden:
Julian*Oscilla'on,*whose*ac've*phase*enhances*TC*genesis*as*
observed,*indica'ng*poten'al*skill*in*predic'ng*TC*genesis*events*
at*intraseasonal*'me*scales.**
*



Summary*(2/2)*
!HiFLOR*can*skilfully*predict*year:to:year*varia'ons*in*intense*
hurricanes,of*C4:5*in*the*North*Atlan'c*a*few*months*in*advance*
(R=0.7*for*forecasts*on*1:July,*with*July:November*being*peak*
hurricane*season).�

!HiFLOR*also*has*skill*in*predic'ng*basin*total*ACE,*PDI*and*
landfall*TC*frequency*in*a*few*months*in*advance.�


